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Abstract.

The first observing run of Advanced LIGO spanned 4 months, from September 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016, during which gravitational waves were directly detected from two binary black hole systems, namely GW150914 and GW151226. Confident detection of gravitational waves requires an understanding of instrumental transients and artifacts that can reduce the sensitivity of a search. Studies of the quality of the detector data yield insights into the cause of instrumental artifacts and data quality vetoes specific to a search are produced to mitigate the effects of problematic data. In this paper, the systematic removal of noisy data from analysis time is shown to improve the sensitivity of searches for compact binary coalescences. The output of the PyCBC pipeline, which is a python-based code package used to search for gravitational wave signals from compact binary coalescences, is used as a metric for improvement. GW150914 was a loud enough signal that removing noisy data did not improve its significance. However, the removal of data with excess noise decreased the false alarm rate of GW151226 by more than two orders of magnitude, from 1 in 770 years to less than 1 in 186000 years.
1. Introduction

The Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (aLIGO) is comprised of two dual-recycled Michelson interferometers [1] located in Livingston, LA (L1) and Hanford, WA (H1). A gravitational wave passing through a LIGO interferometer will induce a strain on spacetime, stretching and squeezing the 4 km arms and generating an interferometric signal at the antisymmetric port of the beamsplitter.

Advanced LIGO's first observing run (O1) lasted from September 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016. A primary goal of this observing run was the detection of gravitational waves from compact binary coalescences (CBC) [2]. This goal was achieved with the detections of GW150914 and GW151226, both signals from binary black hole systems, which mark the first direct detections of gravitational waves [3, 4]. These detections were part of a broader search for CBC signals carried out by multiple search pipelines during O1 [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and searches for unmodeled transients [11, 12, 13, 14].

Searching for gravitational waves requires an understanding of instrumental features and artifacts that can adversely affect the output of a gravitational wave search pipeline. Throughout the observing run, noisy data were identified in the form of data quality (DQ) vetoes to ensure that the analysis pipelines did not analyze data known to be contaminated with excess noise [15]. These vetoes are discussed further in Section 4. This study measures the effects of removing data with excess noise on the output of PyCBC [9, 5, 10], a python-based pipeline used to search for CBC signals. Section 3 contains a brief description of the PyCBC search pipeline and its internal DQ features.

Section 2 outlines the data selection and noise characterization processes. The DQ vetoes that are generated in the noise characterization process are described in Section 4. The methodology of this study is discussed in Section 5. Section 8 describes the limiting noise sources for the PyCBC search. This paper focuses on two specific subsets of the O1 data set. The first data set, from September 12 - October 20, 2015, was used for background estimation for GW150914. This data set is discussed in Section 6. The second data set, from December 3, 2015 - January 19, 2016, was used for background estimation for GW151226. This data set is discussed in Section 7.

2. Data Selection

Data were marked as suitable to be used in a gravitational wave search based on a set of conditions applied to each detector. The first condition indicates that the detector is in its nominal configuration or observation state according to software monitors used to control the instrument. The second condition indicates that no excitations or test signals are being applied to the instrument and that the instrument is undisturbed. This condition is set by the on-duty instrument operator on site who is continuously monitoring the detector performance.

The gravitational wave strain data measured at the output of the detectors are typically non-stationary and non-Gaussian and contain transient noise artifacts of varying durations. The longer duration non-stationary data can affect the overall sensitivity of the search, but they do not result in loud background events as they occur on a time-scale that is longer than any CBC waveform. The transient noise artifacts, however, can reduce the sensitivity of CBC searches by producing loud background
events.

Data quality studies must be performed to search for causes of transients in the data that generate loud events in a gravitational wave search. If the source of noise is identified, a veto is generated to flag times when transient noise makes the data unsuitable for analysis. Section 4 describes DQ vetoes that are used to indicate when the detector data are known to have excess noise [16, 17, 15, 18]. The exception to this process is gating, which is a feature internal to the CBC searches. Gating removes large transients from the data regardless of their source and is discussed in Section 3.1.

3. The PyCBC search pipeline

The PyCBC pipeline is designed to search for gravitational wave transients from CBCs [5]. It employs a matched filter algorithm, which correlates expected CBC waveforms with detector data and outputs a ranking statistic, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). If the ranking statistic exceeds a specified threshold, an event, or “trigger”, is generated. The SNR of each trigger is weighted based on a signal consistency test [19], resulting in a refined ranking statistic called re-weighted SNR. Section 3.2 discusses this signal consistency test further.

To perform this search, the matched filter algorithm needs to know what to search for. A collection of model CBC waveforms is generated before the analysis [20, 21]. Each of these waveforms is called a template and the full collection of waveforms is referred to as the template bank. This template bank is constructed to span the astrophysical parameter space included in the search [22]. Each waveform is defined by the mass and spin of each compact object in the binary system. It is often convenient to combine the effects of each object’s spin into one parameter called effective spin \( \chi_{\text{eff}} \), which is the mass-weighted spin of the system [7]:

\[
\chi_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\chi_1 m_1 + \chi_2 m_2}{m_1 + m_2},
\]

where \( \chi_i \) is the component of the dimensionless spin parameter [23] that is aligned with the orbital angular momentum, and \( m_i \) is the detector frame mass for each compact object in the binary system. The component masses are also used to calculate the chirp mass, which is used to parameterize gravitational wave signals in general relativity. Chirp mass is defined as [24]

\[
\mathcal{M} = \left(\frac{m_1 m_2}{m_1 + m_2}\right)^{3/5},
\]

where the \( m_i \) are the detector frame component masses of the compact objects in the binary system.

The search algorithm is run separately at each detector and a set of single detector triggers is generated. The two sets of single detector triggers are then compared to search for any events that were recorded within a 15 ms coincidence window, which reflects the travel time of a gravitational wave between the detectors and allows for uncertainty in the arrival time of a signal [5]. Any triggers that are found in coincidence with the same source parameters in both detectors represent potential gravitational wave signals and are referred to as foreground events. Some of these foreground events will be chance coincidences between noise in each detector, which is expected given the number of events in each data set.
To calculate the statistical significance of foreground events, a background distribution is generated. To generate the background, all coincident triggers are removed from the set of triggers generated for each detector, effectively removing all potential gravitational wave signals from the data set. The remaining triggers are then a realization of the background noise in each detector. These two sets of triggers, one from each detector, are then time shifted by a duration longer than the light travel time between the detectors. This time shift ensures that the two sets of triggers are astrophysically uncorrelated and do not contain any gravitational wave signals. The coincidence test is then performed again with the time shifted triggers, resulting in a coincident trigger set which represents background noise alone.

The statistical significance of any candidate gravitational wave is evaluated by calculating the rate of background events from detector noise that are at least as loud as the candidate event. This statistic is called the false alarm rate (FAR). Any loud triggers that appear as the result of instrumental transients will extend the background distribution and the influence the measured false alarm rate. The purpose of the DQ effort as a whole is thus two-fold: to ensure that the search is using representative detector data in the background noise estimation and to suppress the rate of loud events that will pollute both the background and the foreground distributions. Two additional stages of DQ that are internal to the PyCBC pipeline, gating and the $\chi^2$ signal consistency test, are discussed below.

3.1. Gating

The PyCBC search includes a data conditioning stage that applies preventative cuts on the input data stream. This gating [5] uses a window function to remove times containing large transients from the input data stream. This window function smoothly sets the value of the data to zero, excising a large transient. The time domain input data are Fourier transformed into the frequency domain and whitened using the measured amplitude spectral density. The data are then inverse Fourier transformed back into the time domain and compared to a threshold value. If the whitened time domain data have excursions that exceed this threshold, a gating window is constructed to remove these data from the input to the search.

3.2. $\chi^2$ signal consistency test

A further layer of effective DQ that is internal to the PyCBC pipeline is the application of the $\chi^2$ signal consistency test [19]. The SNR produced by the matched filter in PyCBC is an integral in the frequency domain. The $\chi^2$ test divides each CBC waveform into frequency bins of equal power, checking that the SNR is distributed as a function of frequency as expected from an actual CBC signal. Each trigger that comes out of the matched filter search is down-weighted based on the results of the $\chi^2$ test. This is folded into a new ranking statistic for CBC triggers, which is called re-weighted SNR and is denoted by $\hat{\rho}$. The ranking statistic for coincident events in the PyCBC search is the network re-weighted SNR, $\hat{\rho}_c$, which is the quadrature sum of the re-weighted SNR from each detector. Since a real signal has a power distribution that matches the template waveform, it will not be down-weighted by the $\chi^2$ test; the SNR and the re-weighted SNR will be the same.

This test is extremely powerful, as shown in Figure 1, which shows the distribution of single detector PyCBC triggers generated from September 12 to October 20, 2015.
Figure 1a shows the distribution of triggers in SNR. The extensive tail of triggers with high SNR, which extends beyond SNR 100, is down-weighted in the re-weighted SNR distribution, leaving behind a tail that extends to $\hat{\rho} \approx 10.5$ as seen in Figure 1b. This re-weighted SNR tail represents the loudest single detector background triggers in the CBC search. Investigating this set of loudest background triggers guides DQ efforts in defining the current limiting noise sources to the CBC search.

4. Data quality vetoes

As seen in Figure 1, the $\chi^2$ test is a powerful tool, but there is still a considerable tail in the single detector trigger distribution that will limit the attainable false alarm rate of the PyCBC search. This tail is often caused by transient instrumental noise. If these noise sources can be linked to a systematic instrumental cause or a period of highly irregular instrumental performance, they can be flagged and removed from the analysis in the form of a DQ veto.

DQ vetoes are produced for all analysis time based on systematic instrumental conditions without any regard for the presence of gravitational wave signals. All data are treated equally; the removal of data with excess noise has the ability to remove real gravitational wave signals as well as background events. There are two types of vetoes implemented in the PyCBC search: category 1 and category 2.

4.1. Category 1 and 2 vetoes

Category 1 vetoes are intended to mark times when significant instrumental issues are present and the data should not be used in any analysis. Category 1 vetoes often indicate time when the character of the data has drastically changed and should not be combined with noise estimations from times of nominal performance. An example of this from O1 is an electronics failure that dramatically changes the character of the background noise and creates transient noise artifacts. As such, category 1 vetoes remove data before any analysis pipelines are run. This ensures that severely problematic data are not used for background noise estimations and that no triggers will be generated at these times.

Category 2 vetoes are intended to mark short, noisy times that should not be treated as clean data. Category 2 flags are used to flag transients that could potentially generate loud triggers, but do not corrupt the surrounding data badly enough that they need to be excluded at the input to the pipeline. An example of this from O1 is a transient electronics saturation that only impacts the output data for 1 second. Data designated as category 2 will still be used to compute background noise estimations for the matched filter search, but any triggers generated during category 2 vetoed times will be excluded before background trigger distributions are calculated.

Further details on the application of DQ vetoes in the first observing run are available in a paper detailing the transient noise in the detectors at the time of GW150914 [15].

5. Measuring the Effects of Data Quality Vetoes

To test the effects of DQ vetoes, the PyCBC search pipeline was run with and without applying vetoes. The only vetoes that were used in all runs are those that indicate that the data were not properly calibrated, that a data dropout occurred, or that there
Figure 1: Histograms of single detector PyCBC triggers from the Livingston (L1) detector. These triggers were generated using data from September 12 to October 20, 2015. These histograms contain triggers from the entire template bank, but exclude any triggers found in coincidence between the two detectors. (1a) A histogram of single detector triggers in SNR. The tail of this distribution extends beyond SNR = 100. (1b) A histogram of single detector triggers in re-weighted SNR. The chi-squared test down-weights the long tail of SNR triggers in the re-weighted SNR distribution. The triggers found using only the Hanford detector have a similar distribution.
were test signals being injected into the detectors. Gating is internal to the search pipeline and was applied in all of the analyses. Two methods were used to understand the effects of applying vetoes. The first, described in Section 5.1, considers the average sensitivity of the search pipeline to gravitational wave signals. The second, described in Section 5.2, compares the measured search backgrounds and the false alarm rates of recovered gravitational wave signals.

5.1. Measuring search sensitivity

The metric used to measure the sensitivity of the search pipeline is sensitive volume. Sensitive volume is measured by injecting simulated gravitational wave signals into the data and attempting to recover them using the search [5]. The ability of the pipeline to recover signals at a given false alarm rate is then measured by analyzing the number of missed and recovered injections.

In addition to the sensitive volume, the amount of time used in the analysis must be considered when removing noisy data. If a search is rejecting too much data, it will miss the opportunity to detect signals. To address this, the sensitive volume of the search is multiplied by the amount of analysis time to create a new metric called VT. If time is removed from an analysis, the sensitive volume of the search must increase to make up for the shorter analyzed time.

The sensitivity of a search varies as a function of how significant candidate gravitational wave events are. The VT ratios are therefore calculated at both the 1 per 100 year and the 1 per 1000 year levels. These significance levels are expressed as inverse false alarm rates (IFAR).

5.2. Comparing search backgrounds

In the first observing run, the bank of CBC waveform templates used in the PyCBC search was divided into three bins [22]. The significance of any candidate gravitational wave found in coincidence between the two detectors is calculated relative to the background in its bin. Waveforms with different parameters will respond to instrumental transients in different ways. This binning is performed so that any foreground triggers are compared to a background generated from similar waveforms. As such, the effects of removing data from the PyCBC search are variable depending on which bin is considered. The actual gravitational wave signals discovered in the PyCBC search, GW150914 and GW151226, were part of a full search that was broken into 3 bins but reported as a single table of results. Because of this, their reported false alarm rates include a trials factor of 3. The background distributions shown in Sections 6 and 7 were measured on a bin-by-bin basis, so the cumulative trigger rates have not been divided by 3.

The first bin is called the binary neutron star (BNS) bin and contains all waveforms with $M < 1.74$. The second bin is the edge bin, which is defined based on the peak frequency $f_{\text{peak}}$ of each CBC waveform. These waveforms are typically shorter in duration than binary neutron star waveforms and are comprised of both binary black hole (BBH) and neutron star-black hole (NSBH) binary waveforms. Waveforms in the edge bin typically have high masses and negative $\chi_{\text{eff}}$. In this analysis, the edge bin contained waveforms with $f_{\text{peak}} < 100$ Hz. The third bin is the bulk bin, which contains all remaining waveforms needed to span the parameter space of the search. This contains BBH and NSBH waveforms with a variety of mass ratios
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6. Analysis containing GW150914

This analysis lasted from September 12 - October 20, 2015 and contained a total of 18.2 days of coincident detector data. After category 1 vetoes were applied, 16.9 days of coincident data remained. After category 2 vetoes were applied, 16.8 days of coincident data were used in the final analysis. There were two interesting events that occurred in this analysis period. The first is GW150914, a gravitational wave signal from a binary black hole merger that marked the first direct detection of gravitational waves \[3\]. The second is a marginal candidate gravitational wave event, LVT151012, which stands out from the background distribution but does not have enough statistical significance to be quoted as a confident detection \[22, 25\].

6.1. Search sensitivity

To measure the effects of DQ vetoes on the sensitivity of the search, the analysis containing GW150914 was performed with and without applying data quality vetoes. The resulting measurements of VT were divided to calculate a VT ratio.

Figure 2 shows the change in VT when vetoes are applied for two values of IFAR and several chirp mass bins. The lowest chirp mass bin, which contains BNS signals, does not show any improvement in sensitivity when DQ vetoes are applied. For marginally significant signals at IFAR = 100, the measured value of VT increases by 3-32% in higher chirp mass bins. For highly significant signals at IFAR = 1000, the measured value of VT increases by 34-62% in higher chirp mass bins.

Figure 2: The change in search sensitivity when DQ vetoes are applied for the analysis containing GW150914. The error bars show the 1 \(\sigma\) error from each VT calculation combined in quadrature. The lowest chirp mass bin, which contains BNS signals, does not show any improvement in sensitivity. For marginally significant signals at IFAR = 100, the measured value of VT increases by 3-32% in higher chirp mass bins. For highly significant signals at IFAR = 1000, the measured value of VT increases by 34-62% in higher chirp mass bins.
6.2. BNS bin

Binary neutron star systems have the longest waveforms in the template bank, often spanning up to 60 seconds in duration. With such long waveforms, the $\chi^2$ test is effective at reducing the impact of transients on the BNS search. Typical instrumental transients have a small number of cycles and a duration of less than 1 second. As such, the overlap between a transient and a BNS signal is a small fraction of the total duration of the BNS waveform and is easily distinguished as noise in the re-weighted SNR calculation. This is demonstrated in Figure 3, which shows the distribution of single detector triggers in SNR and re-weighted SNR. The tail of high SNR triggers is down-weighted, resulting in a re-weighted SNR distribution that extends to $\hat{\rho} \approx 8.3$.

![Figure 3: Histograms of Livingston (L1) single detector triggers found in the BNS bin.](image)

Since the $\chi^2$ test is so effective in this bin, it is rare to see strong outliers in the re-weighted SNR distribution. Figure 4 shows the background distribution of the BNS bin in the PyCBC search for the analysis containing GW150914. The cumulative rate of background events in a given bin indicates the rate of false alarms expected in that bin for a given re-weighted SNR. In this bin, there is no substantial improvement for any value of $\hat{\rho}_c$. See Sections 6.3 and 6.4 for a contrary case.
6.3. Bulk bin

Figure 5 shows the background distribution in the bulk bin for the analysis containing GW150914. The first noticeable change is that the loudest background event is at $\hat{\rho}_c = 14$ in the presence of noisy data compared to 12 when all DQ vetoes are applied. This new loudest event does not show up as a small outlier; there is a significant shoulder in the distribution that persists up to $\hat{\rho}_c = 12$ before falling off. Considering the two distributions as a whole, there is a separation between the two curves beginning at $\hat{\rho}_c = 9$, which reaches an order of magnitude discrepancy at $\hat{\rho}_c \approx 11$ and continues to diverge at higher values of $\hat{\rho}_c$.

6.3.1. LVT151012

The second most significant trigger in the analysis containing GW150914 was LVT151012, recorded on October 12, 2015. This trigger was recovered in the bulk bin with $\hat{\rho}_c = 9.75$ with a false alarm rate of 0.33 yr$^{-1}$. This is not significant enough to be claimed as a confident detection but is nevertheless interesting. The false alarm rate decreases by a factor of 2.1 when DQ vetoes are applied, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis configuration</th>
<th>False alarm rate (yr$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All vetoes applied</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No vetoes applied</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Table of bulk bin false alarm rates for LVT151012.
6.4. Edge bin

Figure 6 shows the background distribution in the edge bin before and after data with excess noise have been removed from the analysis. If noisy data are not removed from the analysis, there is a noticeable extension of the tail of loudest events. The loudest background event with no data removed from the analysis is at $\hat{\rho}_c = 15.5$ compared to $\hat{\rho}_c = 13.3$ when all vetoes are applied. There is a visible separation between the two curves that increases for larger values of $\hat{\rho}_c$, indicating that the ability of the search pipeline to make confident detections is diminished.

6.4.1. GW150914  The gravitational wave signal GW150914, produced from the inspiral and merger of a binary black hole system, was detected on September 14, 2015 and was recovered by the PyCBC search with $\hat{\rho}_c = 23.6$ [3]. GW150914 was louder than any background event in the analysis regardless of what data were considered. This being the case, DQ vetoes do not improve the false alarm rate for GW150914. Since GW150914 is a loud enough event that sits well above the search background, it is not the type of event that is expected to benefit from vetoes. This is quantified in Table 2.

7. Analysis containing GW151226

The extended analysis containing GW151226 lasted from December 3, 2015 - January 19, 2016 and contained a total of 16.7 days of coincident detector data. After category 1 vetoes were removed, 15.9 days of coincident data remained. After category 2 vetoes
Figure 6: The background distribution in the edge bin before and after applying DQ vetoes. (6a) The cumulative rate of background triggers in the edge bin as a function of re-weighted SNR. (6b) A histogram of background triggers in the edge bin. The red traces indicate the distribution of background triggers without noisy data removed from the analysis and the cyan traces indicate the distribution of background triggers with all data quality vetoes applied.

Table 2: Table of bulk bin false alarm rates for GW150914. GW150914 is loud enough that its false alarm rate is not strongly affected by removing noisy data from the analysis. The slight change in false alarm rate is due to each analysis configuration containing different amounts of analysis time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis configuration</th>
<th>False alarm rate (yr(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All vetoes applied</td>
<td>&lt; 5.17 × 10(^{-6})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No vetoes applied</td>
<td>&lt; 4.43 × 10(^{-6})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

were removed, 15.6 days of coincident data were used in the final analysis. This analysis time provided an extended background estimation for the binary black hole merger GW151226 [4], which was detected by the aLIGO detectors on December 26, 2015.

7.1. Search sensitivity

Figure 7 shows the change in VT when DQ vetoes are applied to the analysis containing GW151226. For this analysis, the lowest chirp mass bin, which contains BNS signals, shows a slight improvement when vetoes are applied. This improvement is discussed further in section 7.2. Similar to the analysis containing GW150914, the higher chirp mass bins show an improvement in search sensitivity for both values of IFAR.

7.2. BNS bin

The BNS bin shows a slight improvement when DQ vetoes are applied. Figure 8 shows the background distributions in the BNS bin before and after removing data with vetoes. Although the \(\hat{\rho}_c\) of the loudest background event does not change considerably,
there is a noticeable gap between the two background distributions that is visible at \( \hat{\rho}_c > 9.7 \) and widens to an order of magnitude difference in FAR at \( \hat{\rho}_c \approx 10.5 \). The removal of noisy data does marginally improve the background in the BNS bin, but the two distributions are still similar and would not be limiting to a CBC search.

Figure 7: The change in search sensitivity when DQ vetoes are applied for the analysis containing GW151226. The error bars show the 1 \( \sigma \) error from each VT calculation combined in quadrature. The lowest chirp mass bin, which contains BNS signals, shows a small improvement in sensitivity when vetoes are applied, though the error bars are consistent with a VT ratio of 1. For marginally significant signals at IFAR = 100, the measured value of VT increases by 27-62% in higher chirp mass bins. For highly significant signals at IFAR = 1000, the measured value of VT increases by 45-90% in higher chirp mass bins.

Figure 8: The background distribution in the BNS bin before and after applying DQ vetoes. (8a) The cumulative rate of background triggers in the BNS bin as a function of re-weighted SNR. (8b) A histogram of background triggers in the BNS bin. The red traces indicate the distribution of background triggers without noisy data removed and the cyan traces indicate the distribution of background triggers with all vetoes applied.
7.3. Bulk bin

The bulk bin benefited from the application of DQ vetoes. Figure 9 shows the bulk bin background distribution before and after DQ vetoes were applied. The first notable effect is that if DQ vetoes are not applied, then the loudest background event is at $\hat{\rho}_c = 14.3$ rather than $\hat{\rho}_c = 12.4$. This effect limits the values of $\hat{\rho}_c$ for which a significant detection could be claimed. The second effect is the visible separation between the two curves, indicating an increase in false alarm rate for any trigger with $\hat{\rho}_c > 9$.

![Figure 9: The background distribution in the bulk bin before and after applying DQ vetoes. (9a) The cumulative rate of background triggers in the bulk bin as a function of re-weighted SNR. (9b) A histogram of background triggers in the bulk bin. The red traces indicate the distribution of background triggers without noisy data removed, the cyan traces indicate the distribution of background triggers with all DQ vetoes applied. The dotted line indicates GW151226, which was recovered with $\hat{\rho}_c = 12.7$. If no vetoes are applied, the tail of loud background triggers extends to $\hat{\rho}_c = 14.3$ instead of $\hat{\rho}_c = 12.4$. The impact of this change is apparent when considering GW151226, which is no longer the loudest event in this bin (see Section 7.3.1).](image)

7.3.1. GW151226  The binary black hole system GW151226 was recovered by the PyCBC pipeline in the bulk bin with $\hat{\rho}_c = 12.7$ [4]. The significance of GW151226 was improved by the application of DQ vetoes. These changes in significance are quantified in Table 3. If noisy data are not removed from the analysis, GW151226 is not the loudest event in the bulk bin and its false alarm rate is 1 in 770 years. When all vetoes are applied to the analysis, GW151226 is the loudest event in the bulk bin and has a false alarm rate of less than 1 per 186000 years. The application of DQ vetoes decreases the false alarm rate by over two orders of magnitude and elevates GW151226 from a detection candidate to a clear detection.

7.4. Edge bin

The background distribution in the edge bin looks dramatically different if DQ vetoes are not applied. This is not surprising, given that templates in the edge bin will have a short duration and will be susceptible to instrumental transients. Figure 10 shows
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis configuration</th>
<th>False alarm rate (yr$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All vetoes applied</td>
<td>$&lt; 5.39 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No vetoes applied</td>
<td>$1.30 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Table of bulk bin false alarm rates of GW151226. The false alarm rate of GW151226 increases from less than 1 in 186000 years to 1 in 770 years if data with excess noise is not removed from the analysis.

The background distribution in the edge bin before and after vetoes have been applied. The loudest event in this bin with all vetoes applied was at $\hat{\rho}_c = 15$, which was already inconveniently loud for a search hoping to recover a signal in this bin. When noisy data are not removed from the analysis, the loudest background event is at $\hat{\rho}_c = 17.5$, which further restricts the region where a confident detection could be made. Further, there is a notable separation between the two background distributions at all values of $\hat{\rho}_c$.

8. Limiting noise sources

After applying DQ vetoes, there are still noticeable tails in the bulk and edge bin background distributions that limit the sensitivity of the search. This section aims to identify the types of instrumental features that are causing triggers with a high re-weighted SNR and acting as limiting noise sources. This section studies the analysis containing GW150914, which was discussed in Section 6.
8.1. Loud transients

A reasonable hypothesis is that the search is limited by loud transients with an SNR below the gating threshold. To study the impact of loud transients, a cut was applied to the CBC triggers to exclude all triggers with SNR $> 20$. The histograms of Livingston re-weighted SNR triggers in Figure 11 show the results of this test. The green histogram in the foreground of the plot has had all single detector triggers with SNR $> 20$ removed. The yellow histogram plotted in the background contains all single detector triggers from the analysis. The cut does remove a small number of triggers with $\hat{\rho} > 8$, but the overall structure of the tail is not significantly affected. None of the triggers with $\hat{\rho} > 10$ are removed by this cut. Most of the high SNR triggers are down-weighted below $\hat{\rho} = 6$ and are not visible on this histogram.

![Figure 11: A histogram of single detector re-weighted SNR triggers for the Livingston (L1) detector. The green bins indicate triggers with an SNR $< 20$. The yellow bins indicate all triggers in the data set. The triggers removed by the SNR cut do not significantly impact the loudest events which form a tail in the re-weighted SNR distribution. A small number of triggers at $\hat{\rho} > 9$ are removed by the SNR cut, but the population is not fully removed. The majority of the distribution is unchanged.](image)

8.2. Blip transients

The transients that are able to pass the $\chi^2$ test and populate the tail in the re-weighted SNR distribution are in fact those with a specific morphology which resembles that of short duration CBC waveforms. The most common and problematic source of transient noise that causes high re-weighted SNR triggers are called “blip transients” [15]. These transients are often the source of the highest re-weighted SNR triggers at
both the Livingston and Hanford detectors. Although blip transients are seen in both detectors, they are not found as coincident triggers and do not represent gravitational wave signals.

Blip transients show up as short duration, band-limited impulses that have power in the \(\sim 30-300\) Hz frequency range (see Figure 12). They do not couple into any monitors of detector performance and are not loud enough to exceed the gating threshold applied in the PyCBC search.

![Figure 12: A time-frequency representation [26] of the Livingston strain channel at the time of a blip transient. This visualization of a blip transient demonstrates their typical features: band-limited, short duration, and little visible frequency structure.](image)

A time-domain analysis reveals why blip transients are so damaging to the CBC searches. Figure 13 shows a filtered time-domain representation of a blip transient in the Livingston strain channel. The data have been filtered with a bandpass filter with notch filters to attenuate strong lines in the strain spectrum, double-passed to be zero-phase. Overlaid on top of the strain data is a CBC waveform that reported a high re-weighted SNR value at the time of the blip transient under study. The two curves show significant overlap in the few cycles where the template has appreciable amplitude.

The CBC template that reported a high re-weighted SNR when filtered against the blip transient in Figure 13 represents a neutron star-black hole binary system with a total mass \(M_{\text{total}}\) of \(98.34\) \(M_\odot\) and a highly anti-aligned effective spin of \(-0.97\), resulting in a short template duration. The waveform spends less than 0.1 seconds at the frequencies that aLIGO is sensitive to, which, as shown in Figure 13, is the approximate time scale of some instrumental transients. This time scale is in stark contrast to that of a binary neutron star waveform, which can have a duration on the order of 1 minute and contain ample signal for use in the \(\chi^2\) test.

Although blip transients are capable of creating high re-weighted SNR triggers, their effects are constrained to a fairly small region of the CBC parameter space.
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Figure 13: A filtered time-domain representation of the Livingston strain channel $h(t)$ at the time of a blip transient. Overlaid on the strain plot is a filtered CBC waveform that reported a high re-weighted SNR value at the time of the blip transient. Both sets of data have been zero-phase bandpass filtered to isolate the frequency range that aLIGO is sensitive to. The two curves show significant overlap in the few cycles where the template has appreciable amplitude. The similarity between these two curves causes the $\chi^2$ test to be ineffective at down-weighting these transients.

Figure 14 shows single detector triggers from Livingston binned by total mass and effective spin. The bottom right corner of the plot, bounded by $M_{\text{total}} > 80M_\odot$ and $\chi_{\text{eff}} < -0.5$, contains all of the shortest duration templates and the highest re-weighted SNR triggers. This represents a small fraction of the CBC parameter space, containing only 65 waveform templates out of 249077 total. The loudest triggers in the plot are even further constrained, corresponding to waveform parameters similar to those in Figure 13.

Further investigation reinforces that the loudest triggers correspond to the templates with the shortest duration. Figure 15 shows single detector triggers from Livingston as a function of template duration and peak frequency of the CBC template. There is a systematic clustering of loud triggers below a template duration of 0.1 seconds, which is the timescale of typical instrumental transients. Constraining the loudest triggers using the peak frequency of the waveform template is not as successful. While the region corresponding to $f_{\text{peak}} < 100$ Hz does include the templates that are most susceptible to instrumental transients, it also includes numerous templates with a duration between 0.1 - 1.0 seconds that do not report any triggers with a high re-weighted SNR.

8.3. 60-200 Hz noise

Another limiting noise source for the CBC search is present only at Livingston and has commonly been referred to as the “60-200 Hz” noise. This noise occurs in clusters that can last multiple minutes and are typically comprised of a series of individual flares of noise that seem to last about 10-100 seconds each. These storms of noise correlate visibly with dips in the inspiral range, a figure of merit for the CBC searches that estimates the effective range at which detection of a binary neutron star inspiral
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Figure 14: A plot of single detector triggers from the Livingston detector binned by total mass and effective spin. The color of each bin indicates the highest re-weighted SNR trigger found in that bin. The highest re-weighted SNR triggers are constrained to the bottom corner of the plot, bounded by $M_{\text{total}} > 80$ and $\chi_{\text{eff}} < -0.5$. This corner contains the shortest duration templates and is susceptible to instrumental transients such as blip transients.

is possible based on the shape of the noise curve. This noise contributes to the tail of loudest background triggers in the PyCBC search and is responsible for the cluster of loud triggers with a template duration of 4.4 s in Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the time-frequency representation of this noise on a 20 minute timescale.

A more focused look at these noisy periods reveals a structure that is reminiscent of scattered light [27], appearing as arc-like traces in the time-frequency plane as seen in Figure 17. However, the frequency of this noise is higher than is typically expected from scattered light and investigations have not been able to find an associated source of scattered light during these noisy periods. This noise was a common source of high re-weighted SNR triggers in the Livingston data throughout the first observing run, second only to blip transients.

9. Conclusions

Data quality vetoes improved the sensitivity of the PyCBC search in Advanced LIGO’s first observing run. Although the sensitivity of the search to BNS signals was not
Figure 15: A plot of single detector triggers from the Livingston detector binned by template duration and waveform template peak frequency. The loudest triggers in re-weighted SNR are constrained to the area of the parameter space with template durations < 0.1s, which is the timescale of typical instrumental transients, most notably blip transients. The small cluster of loud triggers with a template duration of roughly 4.4 s corresponds to the 60-200 Hz noise discussed in Section 8.3.

dramatically affected, VT improved significantly for higher mass sources when DQ vetoes are applied.

The gravitational wave signal GW150914 was strong enough that it was louder than all background events regardless of what data were removed from the search. As such, DQ vetoes did not improve its significance. The false alarm rate of LVT151012, which occurred during the same analysis period, was improved from 0.69 yr$^{-1}$ to 0.33 yr$^{-1}$ when vetoes were applied. The false alarm rate of the second gravitational wave signal discovered in O1, GW151226, was decreased by over two orders of magnitude when DQ vetoes were applied, which resulted in a clear detection. The production and application of DQ vetoes was critical for increasing overall sensitivity in Advanced LIGO’s first observing run and similar methods were employed during the second observing run.
Figure 16: A time-frequency spectrogram of the 60-200 Hz noise. This noise appears in storms that often last for many minutes. This time scale and frequency range is damaging to CBC searches and has often been found responsible for loud background events.

Figure 17: A zoomed in time-frequency spectrogram of the 60-200 Hz noise. This period of noise caused a loud trigger in the PyCBC background. The arc-like shape of the noise is reminiscent of noise due to scattered light, but the frequency of the noise is higher than expected.
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